Magpie Bath loves to wholesale!

Whether you want to sell our products, buy bulk for yourself,
or have custom branding for your own business needs, Magpie Can help.
With an extensive list of scents to choose from,
we can create almost anything

Our products are all vegan and cruelty free, and never animal tested.
Our bath bombs are safe for kids (and even some pets).
We use ingredients that are as natural as possible, and choose only
fragrances that are paraben, suflate and phosphate free.
The environment is important to us, so biodegradable shrink wrap is
used for all of our bath bombs, and reusable or recyclable
packaging whenever possible for other items.
Quality ingredients are impoertant to us, and we never use cheap or
unnecessary fillers in our bath bombs, like corn or wheat.

Our pricing is done in batches, which most of the time is a dozen,
but sometimes may be fewer.
You are able to order less than one batch of any of the scents we retail,
but depending on the quantity wholesale pricing may or may not apply.
When purchasing wholesale, you may order any scent/colour you like,
as long as you order a full batch.
We also offer “White Label”, which is our products with YOUR branding,
and can often create for you new products that you wish to sell.
The following pages contain our wholesale catalog,
but as available items and pricing is subject to change at any time
you may visit BIT.LY/MAGPIEWHOLESALE for an up to date list.

Regular Bath Bombs
Our bath bombs come in 4 sizes“Mini” (golf ball sized)
“Smallie” (billiard ball sized)
“Regular” (tennis ball sized) *most common
“Large” (softball sized)

Skull Bath Bombs

Our skull bath bombs are twice
the size of a regular bath bomb.
Some big babies!

Unicorn Horn Bath Bombs

Unicorn horns are about the same size as a
regular bath bomb, and come with 3 colours
and ecofriendly, biodegradable glitter.

Jewelry Surprise Bath Bombs
These can be ordered with a variety of
jewelry and in any scent you want, but are
only available in the “regular” or “Large”
size. (This is to accommodate the floating
plastic bubble that the jewelry is inside of)

Donut Bath Bombs
These have a layer of fizzing
bath melt “frosting”. They all
have one scent for the bomb,
and a complimentary scent for the frosting.

Rainbow Cloud Bath Bombs
These cloud shaped bath bombs have r
ainbow embeds inside, to create the most
beautiful bath art.

Poop Emoji Bath Bombs
These are always a hit with the little ones,
and can be done in really any colour.

Aurora Bath Bombs
These giant star bath bombs have coloured
embeds, that make stunning bath art.

Pretzel Bath Bombs

Traditionally scented in “Fresh Baked Bread”
and topped with Himalayan sea salt.

Bath Bits

Jars of small bath bomb bits, chose up to 4 scents
per order. Great for kids, foot baths, and bath art.

Bubble Bars (Solid Bubble Bath)
A space saving way to create bubbles. No giant
plastic containers to store, or recycle.

Shower Steamers

Used in the shower to release essential oil aromas
into the steam. Can be made with fragrance oil too.

Whipped Soap

Fluffy soap, fun to use, and is especially
great for shaving

Sugar Scrub

Full of skin nourishing oils, and exfoliating sugar.

Essential Oil Sniffers

A pocket sized solution to come common issues.

Shampoo Bars & Massagers
Shampoo bars save space in the shower, and
are much more eco friendly than water-full
Shampoo.

Deodorant

Made with no aluminum

Lip Balm

Vegan lip balm contains no beeswax. Made with
essential oils and stevia.

Beard Oil

Full of skin and hair nourishing oils, and no
cheap filler or base oils.

If you don’t see a product you want,
please ask us, as we may still be able
to create it for you!

We can also create other things, like:
hoilday specific items,
Product line collections,
gift sets,
5 free nail polish,
hair and body oils,
bath salts,
bath teas,
...And much more.

